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1. Introduction 

In the range of reduplication phenomena found in the Amele1 language discussed 
in Roberts (1991) I described several types of such that could be analyzed as so-
called ‘mirror-image’ reduplication, i.e. where a linear string is reduplicated but 
the segments in the formant are in reverse order to the segments in the base 
string. This was an interesting observation since several linguists, such as 
Moravcsik (1978) and Marantz (1982), for example, have claimed that this 
phenomenon does not or should not occur in natural languages. In the case of 
Marantz’s theory of non-linear phonology the primary principle that linking lines 
must never cross is, of course, broken by examples of mirror-image reduplication. 
In (1), for example, the association lines from the CV skeleton to the segments in 
the reduplicated formant would be crossed in the case of mirror-image 
reduplication. 

(1)  p1 p2  p2 p1 

       = *p1 p2 p2 p1 

  V C + V C 

In this squib2 I review the language data presented before in Roberts (1991) 
and also present fresh data that confirm the existence of mirror-image 
reduplication in Amele. 

2. Data Review 

In Roberts (1991) I described types of reduplication in Amele on the locative 
pronouns and some of the postpositions that could be analyzed as mirror-image. 
Examples of these are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. CV  VC Reduplication on Pronouns and Postpositions 

    

ene ‘here’ eneɁen ≈ eneɁin ‘it is here’ 

ono ‘there’ onoɁon ≈ onoɁin ‘it is there’ 

ana ‘where?’ anaɁan ≈ anaɁin ‘it is where?’ 

    

ija=na ‘my’ ija=naɁin ‘it is mine’ 

ija=nu ‘for me’ ija=nuɁun ‘it is for me’ 

 
                                                      
1 Amele is a Papuan language spoken by approximately 6000 people who live mainly in 
Madang Province just south of Madang itself. A fuller description of the grammar of 
Amele is given in Roberts (1987). The abbreviations used in the data examples are 
POSS(essive), EMPH(atic focus), TOD(ay’s)P(ast tense), 1(st person), 3(rd person), SG 
(singular number) SU(bject). The symbol ‘=’ indicates a clitic postposition. 
2 This is a modified version of the article publised in NOL (1993) 63, 27-33. 
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The primary function of this mirror-image reduplication is to express definite 
emphasis, as in (2), for example. 

(2) a. Ho eu ija=na. 
pig that 1SG=POSS 
‘That pig is mine.’ 

 b. Ho eu ija=na-Ɂin. 
pig that 1SG=POSS-EMPH 
‘That pig is (definitely) mine.’ 

While the function of this mirror-image reduplication is basically one of 
emphasis it also has the derivational function of forming a predicative adjective 
from a pronominal. So, whereas the possessive pronoun form can function either 
as an attributive adjective, as in (3a), or as a predicative adjective in a verbless 
predicate, as in (3b), the mirror-image reduplicated form can only function as a 
predicative adjective, as in (4). 

(3) a. ija=na ho b. Ho eu ija=na. 
1SG=POSS pig  pig that 1SG=POSS 
‘my pig’ ‘That pig is mine.’ 

(4) a. *ija=na-Ɂin ho b. Ho eu ija=na-Ɂin. 
 1SG=POSS-EMPH pig  pig that 1SG=POSS-EMPH 
 ‘That pig is (definitely) mine.’ 

Similarly, whereas the locative pronoun one ‘there’ can function in a stative 
complement, either with or without a verb, as in (5), the mirror-image redup-
licated form can only function in a verbless stative complement, as in (6). 

(5) a. jo ono bil-i-a 
house there sit-3SG.SU-TODP 
‘the house is there’ 

 b. jo ono 
house there 
‘the house is there’ 

(6) a. *jo onoɁon bil-i-a 
  house there.EMPH sit-3SG.SU-TODP 

 b. jo onoɁon 
house there.EMPH 
‘the house is (over) there’ 

The analysis that the above examples of reduplication are mirror-image is 
controversial, however. Firstly, the CV  VC process requires glottal stop epen-
thesis and secondly, the CV  VC process allows a vowel change in all except 
the =nu  =nuɁun case. The question then arises as to whether this is really 
mirror-image reduplication or whether we just have a suffix, such as -Ɂun, 
attaching to these forms. 

In Roberts (1991) I presented evidence that the glottal stop could be epenthetic 
by the fact that there is a correspondence between forms in other languages of the 
Gum language family and Amele which show that metathesis has taken place 
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historically in the Amele form, and where metathesis has taken place there is 
often a glottal stop inserted. Examples of these metathetic correspondents are 
reproduced in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Metathetic Correspondents in Gum Language Family 

Amele Form Form in Other Gum 
Languages 

 

   

buiɁ biw ‘ripe’ 

esiɁ egis ‘sand’ 

golaɁ joga ‘blood’ 

igoɁ goɁin ‘peak, summit’ 

leɁis elis ‘two’ 

 

Additionally, it is also the case that a number of words in Amele have an 
optional epenthetic glottal stop. Some examples are given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Forms with Optional Epenthetic Glottal Stop 

  

leis ≈  leɁis ‘two’ 

maun ≈  maɁun ‘cold (disease)’ 

meeg ≈  meɁeg ‘dry’ 

 

All of this would suggest that there is some phonological basis for a rule of 
glottal stop insertion in the environment of CV+VC to maintain the integrity of 
the vowel in the mirror-image formant. The vowel change in the mirror-image 
reduplicated forms is less of a problem, since vowel change occurs in other 
environments of reduplication, such as irregular iterative verb forms, as presented 
in Table 4 for example. 

Although this evidence is persuasive it does not substantiate that the forms in 
Table 1 are clearly examples of mirror-image reduplication. 
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Table 4. Vowel Change in Amele Reduplication Processes 

  

budeɁ ‘to thud’ 

gasueɁ ‘to search’ 

ɁaɁaganeɁ ‘to talk in sleep’ 

lahidoɁ ‘to shake something’ 

filihidoɁ ‘to unravel something’ 

didoɁ ‘to pull’ 

ɁogogeɁ ‘to twist’ 

meɁieɁ ‘to look’ 

  

budubadaeɁ ‘to thud sporadically’ 

gasugisieɁ ‘to search here and there’ 

ɁaɁaganɁuɁuguneɁ ‘to talk sporadically in sleep’ 

lahiluhudoɁ ‘to shake something all over’ 

filihifolohodoɁ ‘to unravel something completely’ 

didadoɁ ‘to pull carelessly’ 

ɁogogɁigigeɁ ‘to twist all over’ 

meɁimueɁ ‘to look from side to side’ 

 

3. A Clear Mirror-Image Form 

Since publishing Roberts (1991) a clearer form of mirror-image reduplication 
in Amele has come to my attention. This is where the interrogative pronoun in 
‘who(sg)’ reduplicates to inni ‘who(pl) is it’. Again the function of this 
reduplication process is to express emphatic focus. An example of inni occurring 
in extended text material is given in (7). 

(7) Wele inni age Anut jejeg doin, 
previously who.is.it they God his.voice they.heard 

 odimeig fileeeig uqa jejeg wooldoin? 
they.did.and as.they.disobeyed he his.voice they.by-passed.it 
‘Who is it that previously heard God’s voice and then disregarded it and 
disobeyed it?’ 

The inni form would therefore be an example where association lines 
crossover in a synchronic reduplication process, as illustrated in (8). However, in 
this case the form produced is perfectly grammatical and not ungrammatical as 
predicted by Marantz’s theory of non-linear phonology. 

(8)  i n  n i 

       = inni 

  V C + V C 
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4. Conclusion  

The job of theoretical linguists is to devise theories that better account for the 
language data. The job of descriptive linguists is to highlight data that are not 
accounted for by the theorists. Thus linguistic theory progresses. 
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